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Abstract
Underwater Sensor Networks (USNs) promise innovative
and exciting applications, viz. oceanographic data collection,
environment monitoring, exploration, and tactical surveillance.
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) though pose
significant research challenges due to the harsh underwater
environment. In UWSNs, acoustic is thought to be the only viable means of communication. Underwater Wireless Acoustic
Sensor Networks (UW-ASNs) present a wireless channel with
key challenges, specifically in shallow oceans such as long
propagation delays, signal attenuation, man-made and ambient
noise, low bandwidth and high transmission energy. We propose a new paradigm for UWSNs, namely Underwater Wireless Hybrid Sensor Networks (UW-HSNs), which introduce the
concept of hybrid communication. UW-HSNs combine the best
of both worlds, i.e., the practicality of underwater acoustics
and the high-peiformance of radio communication. The basic
idea is to use radio communication for large and/or sustained
traffic and traditional acoustic methods for small data volume.
Furthermore, we introduce TurtleNet, an architecture based-on
UW-HSNs concept, and we propose an asynchronous and distributed routing protocol for TurtleNet. Based on the node's
state, the protocol decides which communication channel to
utilize. TurtleNet is simulated using the ns-2 simulator. Simulation results reveal the promising peiformance for TurtleNet,
and hence validate the UW-HSNs concept.

1. Introduction
Current research [1,2,13,14] is focused on improving the UWASNs performance on all frontiers, from architecture to deployment strategies and in between e.g., routing, MAC, physicallayer, etc. The proposed solutions are capped by the limited performance of acoustic communication due to its inherent physical limitation, Le., inadequate bandwidth (hard limit
of 100KHz [9]), low physical propagation speed of acoustic
waves, a shift of five magnitude slower (around 1.5 x 103 mls),
compared to the radio (around 3 x 108 mis, high signal absorption [10], noise level and immense error rate. The use of mobile data collectors for performance improvement is an active
research area. Such an approach requires the availability of

specialized AUVs acting as data carriers [16]. This approach
considerably increases network capacity, yield longer lifetime
and cuts down the delays. However, it requires sophisticated
AUVs and their scheduling, and has limited applicability scenarios due to economic constraints.
In this paper, we pioneer a new paradigm in underwater
sensor networks, namely Underwater Wireless Hybrid Sensor
Networks (UW-HSNs). UW-HSNs combine the best of both
worlds, viz. the practicality of underwater acoustic with the
high-performance of radio communica~ion. The intuition is to
leverage the radio communication research from WSNs for the
benefit of UWSNs. The basic UW-HSNs philosophy is to use
radio for large and/or sustained traffic and acoustic for small
data volumes. Because of limited radio propagation in water
we envision the nodes of UW-HSNs having means to emerge
to the ocean surface. This is achievable by employing sophisticated maneuvering techniques [6,11], or a simple buoyancy
mechanism [4, 12].When a node is under-water it utilizes shortrange multi-hop acoustic modem for small data transfer. Upon
emerging to the surface the node uses using radio communication. The philosophy is to incorporates mobility of underwater
sensor nodes to increase the overall throughput of the network.
We also propose TurtleNet, an architecture based on UWHSNs concept. In TurtleNet, nodes submerge and emerge to
the surface using a piston-based buoyancy mechanism [4]. Furthermore, we offer an asynchronous and distributed routing algorithm for TurtleNet. The algorithm, Turtle Distance Vector
(TDV), is conceptually based on the distance vector approach,
Le., calculating optimal routes with minimum information exchange. Depending on the node's state, the algorithm decides
on the communication channel with the goal of minimizing the
events average delay. The event delay is the time duration between its creation and successful reception at the base-station.
TurtleNet, along with the TDV algorithm, is simulated using
the ns-2 simulator. Simulation results substantiate the promised
performance of TurtleNet and hence validate UW-HSNs concept.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the UW-HSNs concept. Section 3 describes
TurtleNet, followed by the Turtle Distance Vector routing algorithm in Section 4. Section 5 provides simulation details and
experimental observations. The related work is overviewed by
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the Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper and describes open issues.

2. UW-HSNs: Underwater Wireless Hybrid Sensor Networks
Underwater Wireless Hybrid Sensor Networks (UW-HSNs) is
a new paradigm for UWSNs. The basic idea is to use radio, a
high data-rate and low-delay channel, for large and/or sustained
traffic and acoustic for small data traffic. The sensor nodes, in
addition to the radio interface, are equipped with a mechanical module. This module allows the node to carry out emerge
(swim to surface) and submerge (dive in) operation. The mechanical module can be some sophisticated maneuvering device, e.g., MIT Odyssey-class AUV, drifters [11], gliders [6],
etc. or simple buoyancy mechanisms, e.g., compressed air, oil
heating [12], pistons [4], etc.
The node emerges and subsequently submerges, only when
acoustically transferring the queued data, even on the optimal
path, would have consumed less node resources then otherwise. A conceptual sketch of the UW-HSN approach is shown
in Fig. 1. The sensor nodes are anchored to the ocean bottom to avoid drifting. UW-HSNs can be tailored for either
a 2D (e.g., ocean bottom monitoring) or a 3D (e.g., column
monitoring) environment by an adjustment of the node's depth.
On the ocean surface, the emerged nodes form an ad-hoc and
short-lived radio network, the surface network. The over-water
network is a high-speed, short-range multi-hop radio network.
Any existing link-layer, routing, networking, and localization
protocol from WSNs literature can potentially be used, with
minimal changes, for the surface communication.
UW-HSNs can provide scalable, superior network capacity,
reliable communication and longer life time. It avoids network
congestion by providing an alternate communication channel.
If the network is congested, the nodes can use the radio link of
the surface network to de-queue the data. In UW-HSNs, can be
synced with Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [7], nodes carries their and neighboring nodes data to the ocean surface for

The TurtleNet architecture is based-on the UW-HSNs concept.
In TurtleNet the sensor node emerges and submerges using a
piston-based [4] buoyancy mechanism. A TurtleNet sensor
node is equipped additionally with radio and piston module.
The piston pushes the water out of a specialized chamber, lowering the density of the node and floating it to the surface, an
operation we have termed 'turtle operation'. The turtle operation also involves submerging in which the piston pulls back to
create negative buoyancy. The mechanism is similar to the act
of a turtle emerging to breathe, and hence the name TurtleNet.
Similarly a sensor node will emerge to the ocean surface for
radio communication. The surface network is used for data
transfer with other neighbors, in particular the base-station. In
TurtleNet, to reduce cost, nodes aren't equipped with any sort
of intelligent maneuvering capabilities. The nodes simply balloon to the surface under the positive buoyancy influence. In
TurtleNet, we use single-hop long-range radio communication
for the surface network.

4. Thrtle Distance Vector Routing AlgorithDl
Data routing in the TurtleNet comprises: 1) acoustically forwarding to neighboring nodes, 2) turtle operation, and 3) action during network disruption. At times, the node might be
so overwhelmed with event data that the cost of executing the
turtle operation overweighs acoustic transfer, even for the optimal acoustic path. We propose an asynchronous and distributed
routing algorithm for the TurtleNet, Turtle Distance Vector
(TDV) algorithm. TDV is a heuristic approach and is based on
the distance vector protocol. However, it is different from the
classical implementation in terms of data structure, cost measurement technique, and the ability to utilize non-optimal links,
Le., the surface network.

4.1. Network Model
A single base-station with long-range radio and short-range
acoustic is modeled. A network comprising of a base-station
(labeled as 0) and four nodes is shown in Fig. 2. A network
node x, maintains a list of neighboring nodes N (x). The node
x can transmit to the base-station through one of its neighboring nodes y at cost D~(y, base). The node can also communicate directly to the base-station, if possible, at cost D~ (base).
Node x, using turtle operation, can also communicate directly
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symbolize the sender unavailability and availability.
with the base-station using its radio, shown as the dotted line
in Fig. 2. The turtle operation cost is expressed by the tuple
< D~, D~ ,D~ >. The cost D~ ' D~, D~ represents the emerging, submerging and radio delays, respectively. We model a
non-sharing radio channel, Le., at one time, only one node
transmits the queued data and receive acknowledgements from
the base-station, before others can utilize the channel. The
channel waiting time, beside the actual transmission time, is
incorporated in the radio delay D~. A single packet window
is assumed for both radio and acoustic. Each node has an infinite queue whose instantaneous size is given as count( QX).
The packet is retransmitted upon failures, Le., MAC failure or
data collision. However, no data errors are assumed during the
transmission itself.

4.2. Routing Packet types
TDV is an active routing protocol and requires a routing agent
to send periodic messages to neighboring nodes. This mechanism is to notify and revise the path and its cost, en-route to the
base-station. TDV has three types of packets, namely initialization, periodic and on-need packets.
1) Initialization: Neighboring nodes perform handshake
using HELLO and ACK packets. The HELLO is a broadcasting packet marked with its creation time and is sent to neighbors. The ACK, sent by the HELLO-receiving nodes, contains
the transmission delay time. Unlike HELLO, ACK is a nonbroadcast packet.
2) Periodic: A broadcast packet, UPDATE is periodically
sent by each of the network nodes. The packet carries with it
the information regarding the minimum cost to reach the basestation through the originating node. The purpose of this packet
is to advertise potential route to the base-station and updates
cost changes.
3) On-need: Nodes broadcast EMERGE and SUBMERGE
packets as an intention of emerging and submerging, respectively. The EMERGE packet contains the time estimate for
which the sender node will not be able to communicate acoustically. The EMERGE and SUBMERGE packets respectively,

4.3. Routing Node States
The TurtleNet node states and transitions, shown in Fig. 3, are
as follows:
1) Acoustic: This state indicates the node is under-water
and communicates with neighboring nodes using acoustics.
During this state, the node sensing capability is active, however the radio is set to sleep mode.
2) RF: This state indicates the node is physically on the
ocean surface and communicates directly with the base-station
using radio. During this state both acoustic and the sensing interface are turned off. The node stays in this state until all of its
queued data are successfully transmitted and is acknowledged
by the base-station. The D~ indicate the average amount of
time a node x spends in this state.
3) Emerge: The Node enters this state upon initiating the
turtle operation. The node broadcasts an EMERGE packet to
indicate its unavailability. In this state, the node turns off all of
its interfaces, Le., sensor, acoustic and radio.
4) Submerge: The submerge state is reached after the
node in RF state has transmitted all the queued packets and
acknowledgements has been successfully received. Similar to
the Emerge state, all the interfaces are switched off. This state
indicates anode's intention to descend from the ocean surface
to its sensing area. Upon reaching the ocean bottom (in a 2D
environment) or to the pre-configured depth (in a 3D environment), the node performs the following operation. It transmits
the SUBMERGE packet, switches on its acoustic and sensor
interfaces, and transits into the Acoustic state.

4.4. Routing Algorithm
The TDV routing algorithm maintains the minimal cost acoustic route, next_hop from a node to the base station. The TDV
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm has two
parts, initialization (lines 1-9) and iteration (lines 11-24). During the initialization stage, the node initiates handshaking, using the HELLO packet, with the neighboring nodes. Each node
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updates the cost (transmission delay) to reach the neighboring
node, as obtained from the ACK packet. If the neighbor node is
a base-station (line 4), the node updates the cost and advertises
the path to its neighbors (lines 5-7). These initialization steps
are performed by the nodes in an asynchronous manner.

Algorithm 1 TurtleNet Distance Vector Routing Algorithm
1: for all node x such that x =I base do
2:
Handshakes with each d, d E N(x)
3:
D~ (d) f - RTT from handshake II ACK packet
4:
if d == base then
5:
nextllop f - base
6:
D~(base) f - RTT from handshake
7:
Send D~(base) to each N(x)
8:
end if
9: end for
10:
11 :
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

21:
22:
23:
24:

loop
II d E N(x)
wait D~ (d) changes OR UPDATE from d is received
if D~ (d) changes by ~ then
D~(d)

f-

D~(d)

+~

end if
if UPDATE recevied from 'd' w.r.t. base then
if nextllop is not set OR D~ (next_hop, base) >
(D~ (d) + D~ (d, base)) then
nextllop f - d
D~(next_hop, base) f - (D~(d) + D~(d, base))
Send D~(next_hop, base) to each N(x)
end if
end if
end loop

During the iterative part of the TDV routing algorithm, the
node waits until it observes a change in the acoustic link's cost
or if it receives a new minimal cost route to the base-station. If
the acoustic cost to a neighbor node changes, the node simply
updates the cost, (line 15). In the latter case, the node compares
its current minimal cost route against the new advertised route.
If the advertised route is the lowest of two, the node's accept
(line 19), re-computes the new cost (line 20), and advertises the
new route to its neighboring nodes (line 21). Otherwise, the
new advertised route is ignored by the node. The process of receiving advertised routes, computing the new cost, and broadcasting to its neighbors continues until no update messages are
received. At this stage, the acoustic route achieves stability, as
each node waits, at line 13, for any link changes.
Radio links of the surface network have higher data communication rates and lower propagation delays, however the
network is hindered by the turtle operation cost, Le., the cost
(delay and energy) of submerge and emerge operations. Turtle
operation, and indirectly radio communication at the surface
network, is cost-effective when the node has large amounts of

Algorithm 2 Events forwarding in TurtleNet
1: repeat
2:
if nextllop is UNAVAIL then
3:
est f - absolute difference of current time and estimate
time from EMERGE packet
4:
end if
5:
if count(QX) * D~(next_hop, base) + est > (D~ +
D~ + count(QX) * D~(base) ) then
6:
Turtle operation
7:
else
8:
Forward to nextllop
9:
end if
10: until QX is not empty

data to transmit. Similarly, acoustic is most beneficial for a
small amount of data. The choice of using acoustic or radio
is determined in algorithm 2. The node computes the cost of
acoustically transferring the queued data and, if applicable, the
waiting cost of the next_hop emerged node (line 3). The node
executes the turtle operation if the cost of acoustically transferring all of its queued data is higher than the cost of a turtle
operation. Otherwise the data is transmitted using the minimal
cost acoustic path (lines 5-9).

5. PerforDlance Evaluation
5.1. Experimental Setup
We have extended the ns-2 simulator to simulate a TurtleNet of
50 nodes in an area of 1000m 2 , each capable of Turtle operation. The IEEE 802.11 MAC with communication and interference range of 200m and 400m respectively, is used for acoustic. The acoustic and radio data rates are 30Kb/s and IMbis
respectively. Each node randomly generates between 2-5Kb of
event data at a fixed rate during the simulated 7200 seconds.
The simulation is run until all the queued data is received and
acknowledged by the base-station. The simulation results are
the average of running the same experiment on ten different
topologies, generated with gensen topology generator [5], each
with a different random seed.

5.2. Effect of Thrtle Operation Cost
The cost of the turtle operation significantly effects the capability of TurtleNet. If this cost is minimal, the node will perform
the turtle operation often, therefore avoiding acoustic usage.
This will create a negative effect by increasing the delay. This
is because the node's neighbors will be emerged more often and
therefore, will offer no route to the base-station. This increases
the waiting time for the queued events as the node either has to
wait for the neighboring nodes to submerge or perform the turtle operation itself. On the other hand if the cost is too high, the
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Goodput is defined as, for a given duration, the amount of
data successfully transmitted and received at the base-station.
Goodput, for the all-acoustic and the TurtleNet, for the simulated 7200 seconds is shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, TurtleNet
can support high data rates, up to six times more than the
all-acoustic UW-ASNs. The all-acoustic throughput is almost constant because of low bandwidth. At low data rates,
the TurtleNet and the all-acoustic network has same goodput.
This indicates that all-acoustic can only handle low data-rate,
whereas TurtleNet can handle both high and low rates.
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latter situation, the performance of TurtleNet will be as good as
an existing UW-ASNs. Fig. 4 shows the impact on the average
delay when using 5, 10 and 20 seconds as Turtle operation cost.
As anticipated, the average delay increases with the increasing
cost.
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5.3. Performance Measurement
An event delay is defined as the time duration between its creation and successful reception at the base-station. Fig. 5 shows
the average delay for the all-acoustic and the TurtleNet. The
turtle operation cost is set to be 20 seconds. The all-acoustic
network is a UW-ASNs, Le., nodes without turtle capability.
For fair comparison, we have used the TDV algorithm for both
TurtleNet and the all-acoustic approaches. The average delay
for the all-acoustic approach is exponentially higher than the
TurtleNet, especially at high data rates. The delay seen by the
TurtleNet is almost negligible.
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6. Related Work
Regional Underwater Observatories (ROV) such as the Neptune project use fixed wired optical links for communication.
The ROVs are noticeable for their low latency and high datarates. However, the ROV are costly and mostly for permanent
and long-term presence in the deep ocean. Recently, wireless acoustic communication for ROV has been considered [8],
however, a subsequent portion of the network is still wired. Optical communication is proposed for an alternate underwater
communication [17] with data rates of up to 320kb/s, however,
it is only meant for short range, Le., up to 2m. The performance
of optical communication degrades significantly in non-clear
water and hence is not practical for oceans. A mix of acoustic and optical communication is proposed in [15]. The 2D
and 3D architecture for UW-ASNs is proposed in [2]. In the
3D design, the sensor nodes, using single or multi-hop short
range acoustic communication, route data to the nearest underwater base-station. These underwater base-stations, using
long-range vertical acoustics, transmit data to the surface basestation. However, based on acoustics, it inherits all of its drawbacks and limitations. The use of mobile data collectors [17]
and their optimal placements [3] for data collection and performance purposes has been considered. Integer linear programming is used to fonnulate optimal placement for multiple data
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collectors at the ocean surface. Such approaches require multiple data collectors, a costly solution, and centralized scheduling, a non-obvious solution in a large UWSNs setting. Specialized reconfigurable nodes at three levels; surface, underwater
and water bottom is proposed in [18]. The idea is to dynamically reconfigure sensor node functionality to act as a data
carrier, sensor, and relay node to satisfy certain performance
requirements. The intuition is to replace the traditional nodes
of UWSNs with a dynamic all-purpose sensor node. However
the cost of the proposed network is questionable as each node
must be equipped with more than one feature, along with sophisticated manuvering capabilities similar to AUVs.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a new mindset to overcome acoustic
limitations in the underwater wireless sensor networks, namely
Underwater Wireless Hybrid Sensor Networks (UW-HSNs). A
UW-HSN is a hybrid of acoustic and radio communication.
The basic idea is to use radio for large and/or sustained traffic and acoustics for small amount of data. Furthermore, we
introduce TurtleNet, an architecture based-on UW-HSNs concept. In TurtleNet, piston-based negative and positive buoyancy is used for submerge and emerge respectively. Simulation results reveal the TurtleNet as a successful architecture to
increase overall network capacity and to lower the delays of
UW-ASNs. TurtleNet's performance validates the concept of
UW-HSNs.
UW-HSNs is a new paradigm for Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks. It tackles numerous existing performance bottlenecks of UWSNs, while creating the opportunity for new
research initiatives. Some of the open issues include, energy
consumption modelling, collaborative routing protocols for the
underwater and surface network, sensing and communication
coverage due to node mobility, network layer protocols independent of the underlying physical layer, adaptation of DTN
techniques in UW-HSNs, fault tolerance and redundancy, multiple base-stations, the impact of fixed surface relay nodes and
their optimal placement with respect to UW-HSNs.
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